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The classi"cation of all self-dual codes over Z
4
of length up to 15 and Type II codes
of length 16 is known. In this note, we give a method to classify Type IV self-dual
codes over Z
4
. As an application, we present the classi"cation of Type IV self-dual
codes of length 16. There are exactly 11 inequivalent Type IV self-dual Z
4
-codes of
length 16. ( 2000 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
Conway and Sloane [3] began the classi"cation of self-dual codes over Z
4
.
They classi"ed all self-dual codes of length up to 9. For length 16, Pless et al.
[8] gave the classi"cation of Type II codes which exist only at lengths
divisible by 8. In [5], self-dual codes of length up to 15 were classi"ed by
extending the codes in [3] and shortening the Type II codes in [8]. However,
it seems infeasible from the mass formula given in [6] to classify all the
self-dual codes of length 16.
A self-dual Z
4
-code with even Hamming weights is called „ype I< [4]. It
was shown in [4] that the Gray map image of a Type IV self-dual Z
4
-code of
length n is a binary Type II code of length 2n. In this note, we show that
a Type IV self-dual Z
4
-code of length n is in one-to-one correspondence with
a binary Type II code of length 2n satisfying some condition and containing244
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4
-CODES 245a "xed-point-free involution in the automorphism group. Thus the classi"ca-
tion of binary Type II codes of length 2n leads to the classi"cation of Type IV
self-dual Z
4
-codes of length n. As an application, we classify Type IV self-dual
Z
4
-codes of length 16 using the classi"cation of binary Type II codes of length
32 given in [2]. There are exactly 11 inequivalent Type IV self-dual Z
4
-codes
of length 16.
2. SELF-DUAL CODES OVER Z4
A code C of length n over Z
4
(or a Z
4
-code of length n) is a Z
4
-submodule of
Zn
4
. Several di!erent weights are used for codes over Z
4
, for example, the
Hamming weight, the Lee weight, and the Euclidean weight. Let n
i
(x) be the
number of components i of x3C, then the Hamming weight w
H
(x), the Lee
weight w
L
(x), and the Euclidean weight w
E
(x) of x are de"ned as
n
1
(x)#n
2
(x)#n
3
(x), n
1
(x)#2n
2
(x)#n
3
(x), and n
1
(x)#4n
2
(x)#n
3
(x), re-
spectively. The minimum Hamming, Lee, and Euclidean weights d
H
, d
L
, and
d
E
of C are the smallest Hamming, Lee, and Euclidean weights among all
non-zero codewords of C, respectively. The symmetrized weight enumerator
of a code C is
swe
C
(a, b, c)"+
x|C
an0(x)bn1(x)‘n3(x)cn2(x).
The dual code Co of C is de"ned as Co"Mx3Zn
4
Dx ) y"0 for all y3CN,
where x ) y"x
1
y
1
#2#x
n
y
n
for x"(x
1
,2, xn ) and y"(y1,2, yn). C is
self-orthogonal if C-Co and C is self-dual if C"Co. We say that two codes
are equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by permuting the
coordinates and (if necessary) changing the signs of certain coordinates.
Codes di!ering by only a permutation of coordinates are called permutation-
equivalent. The automorphism group of C consists of all permutations and
sign-changes of the coordinates that preserve C.
Every code C over Z
4
has two binary codes C(1) and C(2) associated with C:
C(1)"Mc (mod2) Dc3CN and C(2)"Mc3Fn
2
D2c3CN.
C(1) is called the residue code. If C is a self-dual code of length n then C(1) is
a binary doubly-even code with the property that C(2)"C(1)o [3].
Two classes of self-dual Z
4
-codes are known, namely Type II codes and
Type IV codes. „ype II codes over Z
4
are self-dual codes with the property
that all Euclidean weights are divisible by 8 [1] (see also [7]). A self-dual code
with even Hamming weights is called „ype I< [4].
We de"ne a map / : Z
4
PF2
2
by / (0)"00, /(1)"01, /(2)"11, and
/(3)"10. The map is extended to the map from Zn
4
to F2n
2
in the obvious way
246 HARADA AND MUNEMASAand the map is called the Gray map. The Gray map is an isometry from (Zn
4
,
Lee distance) to (F2n
2
, Hamming distance). If C is a Type IV self-dual Z
4
-code
of length n then the Gray map image / (C) is a binary Type II code of length
2n, and / (C) has a "xed-point-free involutive automorphism [4].
3. A CLASSIFICATION METHOD
In this section, we give a method for classifying Type IV self-dual codes
over Z
4
using binary Type II codes.
Let C be a binary Type II code of length 2n with a "xed-point-free
involutive automorphism
p"(i
1
, i
2
) (i
3
, i
4
)2(i
2n~1
, i
2n
).
Let tp : F2n2 PZn4 denote the inverse Gray map with respect to p. This means,
for x3F2n
2
and j"1, 2,2, n,
tp (x)j"G
0 if (x
i2j~1
, x
i2j
)"(0, 0),
1 if (x
i2j~1
, x
i2j
)"(0, 1),
2 if (x
i2j~1
, x
i2j
)"(1, 1),
3 if (x
i2j~1
, x
i2j
)"(1, 0).
Let fp : F2n2 PFn2 be the composition of tp with the component-wise re-
duction modulo 2 Zn
4
PFn
2
. Then ( fp (x))j"xi2j~1#xi2j holds for x3F2n2 and
j"1, 2,2, n. Put C1"fp(C).
THEOREM 1. tp(C) is a „ype I< self-dual Z4-code if and only if
wt(x * y),0 (mod 4) holds for all x, y3C1, where wt(x) denotes the Hamming
weight of a binary vector x and x * y denotes the component-wise product of
x and y.
Proof. If tp(C) is Type IV self-dual code, then C1 is the residue code of
tp(C). Thus wt(x * y),0 (mod 4) holds for all x, y3C1 by [4, Theorem 5.2].
Conversely, suppose that wt(x * y),0 (mod 4) holds for all x, y3C1. Let
x, y3C and denote by n
ij
the number of coordinate positions k such that
((tp(x))k , (tp(y))k )"(i, j) or ( j, i ).
Since C is self-dual, we have
n
11
#n
33
#n
12
#n
23
,0 (mod 2).
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n
11
#n
33
#n
13
"wt( fp (x) * fp (y)),0 (mod 4). (1)
Thus
tp (x) )tp(y),n11#n33#2(n12#n23 )#3n13
,2(n
11
#n
33
#n
12
#n
23
)#3(n
11
#n
33
#n
13
)
,0 (mod 4).
This implies that tp (C) is self-orthogonal. Since Dtp (C) D"2n, this forces
tp(C) to be a self-dual Z4-code. If we assume x"y, then (1) gives
n
11
#n
33
,0 (mod 4).
Since C is doubly even, we have
n
11
#n
33
#2n
22
,0 (mod 4),
so n
22
is even. Now w
H
(tp(x))"n11#n33#n22 is even; hence tp(C) is
a Type IV self-dual code. j
By the above theorem, one can know when the inverse Gray map image of
a binary Type II code of length 2n with respect to a "xed-point-free involutive
automorphism is a Type IV self-dual Z
4
-code of length n.
We now consider the equivalences of the inverse Gray map images of
equivalent binary Type II codes of length 2n with "xed-point-free involutive
automorphisms.
Let A be the group of permutations of Zn
4
generated by S
n
and m
1
,2, mn ,
where S
n
is the coordinate permutations and m
j
is de"ned by
m
j
: (x
1
,2, xn )> (x1,2, xj~1, 3xj , xj‘1,2, xn )
for (x
1
,2, xn)3Zn4 . Recall that two Z4-codes C, C@ are said to be equivalent
if there exists an element f3A such that f (C)"C@.
/m
j
/~1 :F2n
2
PF2n
2
is the coordinate permutation (2j!1, 2j ). If p3S
n
is a coordinate permuta-
tion of Zn
4
, then p8 "/p/~1 is the coordinate permutation of F2n
2
de"ned by
pJ (2j!1)"2p ( j )!1,
pJ (2j)"2p ( j )
248 HARADA AND MUNEMASAfor j"1, 2,2, n. Now it is clear that /~1A/ coincides with the centralizer
C
S2n
(q) of the element q"(1, 2)(3, 4)2(2n!1, 2n) in S
2n
.
PROPOSITION 2. ‚et C, C@ be codes over Z
4
. „hen C is equivalent to C@ if and
only if there exists an element o3C
S2n
(q) such that o (/(C))"/ (C@).
Proof. If C is equivalent to C@, then there exists an element f3A such that
f (C)"C@. Taking o"/ f/~1, we obtain o (/(C))"/ (C@). Conversely, if
o(/ (C))"/ (C@) for some o3C
S2n
(q), then de"ning f by f"/~1o/ we "nd
f3A and f (C)"C@. j
By Proposition 2, the classi"cation of Type IV self-dual codes over Z
4
of
length n reduces to the classi"cation of binary Type II codes of length 2n and
the classi"cation of conjugacy classes of "xed-point-free involutions in the
automorphism group of each of the binary codes of length 2n.
Moreover, the automorphism group of a code over Z
4
can be computed
from the automorphism group of the corresponding binary code as follows.
The automorphism group of a Z
4
-code C is by de"nition
Aut C"M f3A D f (C)"CN.
PROPOSITION 3. ‚et C be a „ype I< self-dual code over Z
4
. „hen the
automorphism group AutC is isomorphic to C
A65 ((C)
(q).
Proof. Aut C is isomorphic to / (AutC)/~1. Then we have
/(AutC)/~1"M/ f /~1 D f3A, f (C)"CN
"Mo3C
S2n
(q) Do (/ (C))"/(C)N
"C
A65 ((C)
(q),
as desired. j
4. CLASSIFICATION OF LENGTH 16
Using the above method, in this section, we show the following result.
PROPOSITION 4. „here are exactly 11 inequivalent „ype I< self-dual Z
4
-
codes of length 16, 5 of which are „ype II.
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4
-codes of length 16 codes were
classi"ed. There are exactly 85 inequivalent binary Type II codes of length 32
[2]. We use the notation in [2] for the binary Type II codes. We "rst classify
conjugacy classes of "xed-point-free involutions in the automorphism group
of each of the binary Type II codes of length 32. Then we have found 1894
classes from all the automorphism groups, where the numbers CN(C) of
conjugacy classes of "xed-point-free involutions in the automorphism group
for each code C are listed in Table 1.
For each class, we pick a representative p and check if the image of the
inverse Gray map with respect to p is a Type IV code or not by Theorem 1.
Then we have found that only 11 codes are Type IV. The results are listed in
Table 2 where the second column lists the order DAut(C) D of the automorphism
group for each code C, the third column gives the Gray map image /(C), and
the "nal column lists the type of C. The orders of the automorphism groups can
be obtained by Proposition 3. As described above, the Type II codes of length
16 were classi"ed in [8]; thus we also give the notation in [8] for Type IV
codes which are Type II. Note that the Type IV codes which are Type II are
classi"ed in [4] from the list of Type II codes given in [8].TABLE 1
The Numbers of Conjugacy Classes
Code CN(C) Code CN(C) Code CN(C) Code CN(C)
C1 10 C23 3 C45 2 C67 24
C2 16 C24 9 C46 0 C68 38
C3 35 C25 48 C47 0 C69 52
C4 5 C26 8 C48 0 C70 26
C5 22 C27 16 C49 0 C71 27
C6 24 C28 2 C50 2 C72 4
C7 66 C29 46 C51 13 C73 3
C8 0 C30 67 C52 5 C74 43
C9 8 C31 124 C53 10 C75 24
C10 32 C32 11 C54 6 C76 2
C11 64 C33 14 C55 2 C77 22
C12 165 C34 156 C56 4 C78 14
C13 10 C35 0 C57 39 C79 4
C14 10 C36 20 C58 2 C80 7
C15 42 C37 24 C59 13 C81 1
C16 3 C38 40 C60 8 C82 3
C17 10 C39 14 C61 26 C83 6
C18 6 C40 200 C62 2 C84 4
C19 0 C41 24 C63 16 C85 7
C20 12 C42 22 C64 2
C21 12 C43 12 C65 6
C22 9 C44 2 C66 2
TABLE 2
The Type IV Self-Dual Codes over Z
4
Code C DAut(C) D /(C) Type
C
16,1
230.36.53.11.13 C1 Type II (1f}1)
C
16,2
227.36.52.7.11 C2 Type I
C
16,3
229.34.52.72 C5 Type II (2f}2)
C
16,4
227.34.5.7 C6 Type I
C
16,5
227.34.5.7 C7 Type I
C
16,6
227.35 C24 Type I
C
16,7
225.35 C25 Type I
C
16,8
227.35 C29 Type II (3f}3)
C
16,9
227.34 C30 Type I
C
16,10
223.3.7 C67 Type II (4f}4)
C
16,11
215.32.5.7 C82 Type II (5f}5)
250 HARADA AND MUNEMASAIn order to check that our classi"cation is complete, we now compute the
mass formula.
PROPOSITION 5 (Dougherty et al. [4]). ‚et N
dIV
(n) be the number of
distinct „ype I< self-dual Z
4
-codes of length n and let q
1
(n, k) be the number of
distinct binary codes C@ of length n and dimension k, containing the all-ones
vector, and satisfying the condition wt(x* y),0 (mod 4) for all x and y3C@,
then
N
dIV
(n)" +
k4n2
q
1
(n, k) ) 21‘k(k~1)2 .
The binary doubly even codes containing the all-ones vector were classi"ed
in [8] for length 16. In the list, the repetition code of length 16, 2}d4, 2} f 2,
3}2d4, 3} f 3, 4}4d4, 4} f 4 and 5} f 5 satisfy the condition that wt(x* y),0
(mod 4) for all codewords x and y in each code. Thus one can compute the
numbers q
1
(16, k):
q
1
(16, 1)"1,
q
1
(16, 2)"8255,
q
1
(16, 3)"3,078,075,
q
1
(16, 4)"63,438,375,
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1
(16, 5)"64,864,800,
q
1
(16, 7)"0,
q
1
(16, 8)"0.
Then N
dIV
(16)"141,012,504,622"+
C
216 ) 16!/ DAut(C) D where C runs through
the eleven Type IV codes, showing that our classi"cation is complete.
The highest possible minimum weights of Type IV self-dual codes are
investigated in [4]. The highest minimum Hamming, Lee, and Euclidean
weights of Type IV self-dual codes which are Type II were determined in [4]
for length 16; however, the highest minimum Hamming and Euclidean
weights of Type IV self-dual codes which are not Type II were not deter-
mined. For the six Type IV codes, we list in Table 3 the minimum Hamming,
Lee, and Euclidean weights d
H
, d
L
, and d
E
, respectively. From the table, we
have the following:
COROLLARY 6. „he highest minimum Hamming and Euclidean weights of
„ype I< self-dual codes of length 16 which are not „ype II are 2 and 8,
respectively.
We end this section by listing generator matrices G
16, i
and the sym-
metrized weight enumerators swe
C16, i
of the six Type IV codes C
16, i
which are
not Type II:
G
16,2
"A
1011111111110010
0100000000001101
0020000000000020
0002000000000020
0000200000000020
0000020000000020
0000002000000020 B G16,4"A
1001111110000100
0100000001010010
0010000000101001
0002000000000200
0000200000000200
0000020000000200
0000002000000200 B0000000200000020000000002000002000000000020000200000000000200020
0000000000020020
0000000000002002
0000000000000202
0000000200000200
0000000020000200
0000000002000020
0000000000200002
0000000000020020
0000000000002002
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16,5
"A
1001111110000122
0100000001100212
0010000000011221
0002000000000200
0000200000000200
0000020000000200
0000002000000200 B G16,6"A
1000110000001000
0100001100000100
0010000011000010
0001000000110001
0000200000002000
0000020000002000
0000002000000200 B0000000200000200000000002000020000000000020000200000000000200020
0000000000020002
0000000000002002
0000000200000200
0000000020000020
0000000002000020
0000000000200002
0000000000002002
G
16,7
"A
1000110000001000
0100001100000122
0010000011000212
0001000000110221
0000200000002000
0000020000002000
0000002000000200 B G16,9"A
1000110000001022
0100001100000122
0010000011002210
0001000000112201
0000200000002000
0000020000002000
0000002000000200 B0000000200000200000000002000002000000000020000200000000000200002
0000000000020002
0000000200000200
0000000020000020
0000000002000020
0000000000200002
0000000000020002TABLE 3
The Minimum Weights of Type IV Codes
Which Are Not Type II
Code d
H
d
L
d
E
Code d
H
d
L
d
E
C
16,2
2 4 4 C
16,6
2 4 4
C
16,4
2 4 4 C
16,7
2 4 4
C
16,5
2 4 8 C
16,9
2 4 8
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C16,2
"a16#c16#8b4c12#2048b12c4#16384b16#72a2c14
#528a2b4c10#12288a2b12c2#892a4c12#3960a4b4c8
#2048a4b12#3960a6c10#7392a6b4c6#6534a8c8#3960a8b4c4
#3960a10c6#528a10b4c2#892a12c4#8a12b4#72a14c2,
swe
C16,4
"a16#c16#16b4c12#192b8c8#2048b12c4#8192b16#40a2c14
#544a2b4c10#3328a2b8c6#12288a2b12c2#444a4c12
#3824a4b4c8#9344a4b8c4#2048a4b12#1944a6c10
#7616a6b4c6#3328a6b8c2#3334a8c8#3824a8b4c4#192a8b8
#1944a10c6#544a10b4c2#444a12c4#16a12b4#40a14c2,
swe
C16,5
"a16#c16#64b8c8#2048b12c4#8192b16#40a2c14
#512a2b4c10#3840a2b8c6#12288a2b12c2#444a4c12
#4096a4b4c8#8576a4b8c4#2048a4b12#1944a6c10
#7168a6b4c6#3840a6b8c2#3334a8c8#4096a8b4c4
#64a8b8#1944a10c6#512a10b4c2#444a12c4#40a14c2,
swe
C16,6
"a16#c16#32b4c12#384b8c8#2048b12c4#4096b16#24a2c14
#576a2b4c10#4608a2b8c6#12288a2b12c2#220a4c12
#3552a4b4c8#14592a4b8c4#2048a4b12#936a6c10
#8064a6b4c6#4608a6b8c2#1734a8c8#3552a8b4c4#384a8b8
#936a10c6#576a10b4c2#220a12c4#32a12b4#24a14c2,
swe
C16,7
"a16#c16#8b4c12#192b8c8#2048b12c4#4096b16#24a2c14
#528a2b4c10#5376a2b8c6#12288a2b12c2#220a4c12
#3960a4b4c8#13440a4b8c4#2048a4b12#936a6c10
#7392a6b4c6#5376a6b8c2#1734a8c8#3960a8b4c4#192a8b8
#936a10c6#528a10b4c2#220a12c4#8a12b4#24a14c2,
swe
C16,9
"a16#c16#128b8c8#2048b12c4#4096b16#24a2c14
#512a2b4c10#5632a2b8c6#12288a2b12c2#220a4c12
#4096a4b4c8#13056a4b8c4#2048a4b12#936a6c10
#7168a6b4c6#5632a6b8c2#1734a8c8#4096a8b4c4#128a8b8
#936a10c6#512a10b4c2#220a12c4#24a14c2.
254 HARADA AND MUNEMASANote added in proof. An independent classi"cation of the Type IV self-dual codes of length 16
has been recently obtained [S. Bouyuklieva, Some results on Type IV codes over Z
4
, preprint
(March 2000)], using somewhat di!erent techniques.
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